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Trend Report
The use of Dutch pre-wired back-end measures by
foreign companies
The use of pre-wired back-end measures has become a well-established part of transaction structures when
a public bid is launched for a Dutch listed company. If carefully structured, pre-wired back-end measures
can offer a clear path to 100% ownership and successful post-merger integration of a target company.
As demonstrated in recent precedent, such measures may also be available to listed companies incorporated
in other jurisdictions, providing a strong incentive to consider post-bid redomiciliation to the Netherlands.

The use of pre-wired back-end measures
by Dutch listed companies
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Post-bid redomiciliation of foreign target
companies to the Netherlands

ii. Deal certainty. By offering a clear path to 100%
ownership, without requiring 100% of shares to
be tendered to the bidder, pre-wired back-end
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measures may accommodate lower minimum
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Among other things, such companies have been
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Recently, we have also seen a number of transactions
in which foreign listed companies were redomiciled to

Looking forward

the Netherlands upon completion of a successful bid.
In addition to other features of moving to the Netherlands,

As global deal activity continues to thrive, we expect

the availability of the aforementioned pre-wired back-end

that more foreign listed companies will look to post-bid
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available in the relevant jurisdiction of origin.

increased deal certainty, swift and easy post-merger

Relevant considerations for foreign
target companies
Post-bid redomiciliation followed by the implementation
of pre-wired back-end measures may offer important
advantages to foreign target companies. Among other
things, relevant considerations include the following:

integration and access to other advantages offered by a
redomiciliation to the Netherlands.
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